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WEDNESDAY, FEB RUARY 7, 2007

"I'm pretty sure
a pterodactyl
could eat
an osprey. "

JUSTIN W EST
SOPHOMORE,
BROADCAST
] OURNALISM

"If you chose
a new UNF
mascot, what
would it be
and why?"

"Those damn
geese because
they're everywhere."

CATHERINE KING
SENIOR,
POLITICAL

"I'd pick a duck
for the obvious
reason that
everything else
is taken."

SCIENCE

"Armadillo.
Well, it's
unique."

P AUL H OPE
]UN/OR,
COMPUTER

RYAN SAMUELS

INFORMATION

]UN /OR,

SCIENCE

CIVIL
ENG/NEERING

"Andrew
Jackson. The
city's named
Jacksonville.
Why not?"

Compiled by Matt Coleman.

JARED STEIN
FRESHMAN,
PRE

MED.

"I'd take a
Kangaroo.
They can box
and they're the
raddest
animals ever."

SCOTT
CLEVELAND
]UN/OR,

GRAPHIC DESIGN

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA
Public Relations
July 15, 1985
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mr.
Dr.
Dr.
Mr.

Dr.

Curtis Bullock, Director, I.R.P.
Gary Fane, Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
Sandra Hansford, Vice President, Student Affairs
Jim Haywood, Vice President, Administrative Affairs
Steve Shapiro, Assoc. Prof. of Economics

FROM:

Paul E. Ladnier, Director PE
University Graphics

RE:

Identity Projects planning with Robin Shepherd Studios, Inc.

As you know, the design firm of Robin Shepherd Studios, Inc. has been
selected to assist the University with its identity, signage, and publications projects. The Shepherd firm is a prominent agency in Jacksonville.
With Robin Shepherd as its president and chief designer, Shepherd Studios
has achieved high esteem as a design agency in the Jacksonville and Florida
market area. The Robin Shepherd Studios, Inc., responsible for such projects as the cover of the 1985 Southern Bell Telephone book, the courtyard
of Deerwood, Florida's First Coast Campaign, Gateland Company, and ARC
International, was selected from several local agencies who also submitted
proposals. Mr. Shepherd is experienced in the area of logo design and
corporate identity projects.
Assisting Mr. Shepherd in the UNF project is a former design student and
graduate of the UNF design program, Tom Schifinella. Mr. Schifinella
has worked on many projects for the University of North Florida. An example of his accomplishments are the Hollander benefit concert project,
UNF Gallery logo, Jax symphony logo, and a variety of community projects.
A meeting took place between Robin Shepherd, Tom Schifinella, Paul Ladnier
and Dr. Thomas Quinlan on July 11 in which the Robin Shepherd Studios presented a summary based upon results of a previous meeting with Paul Ladnier
and Dr. Thomas Quinlan. The summary (see attached) covered several main
areas that were derived from an earlier meeting.
1.
Present problems with the UNF identity
2.
Points of consideration in designing the new identity
3.
A mission statement of philosophy of UNF concerning graphics
and signage
Each aspect of the summary was discussed in detail and several additions
and clarifications were made. It was agreed that Mr. Shepherd would
contact prominent members of the university community in order to gain a
better insight into other major aspects and considerations of the campus.

MEMO ••• Robin Shepherd Studios, Inc.
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After the individual meetings have been completed, Mr. Shepherd will
present his findings to Paul Ladnier and Dr. Quinlan. A meeting with
President McCray has been scheduled for 4:30, July 19 at which time a report on the results of the meeting and proposals will be presented to and
discussed with President McCray by Mr. Shepherd.
In addition to institutional graphics, design and location for a new
informational marquee was discussed. Mr. Shepherd will go into greater
detail covering the marquee during his meeting with Dr. Hansford.
Possible alterations and improvements to Soundings were also discussed.
cc:

President Curtis L. McCray

ROBIN SHEPHERD STUDIOS

- - - - - I N C : .-- - - - -

TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
FROM It!ITIAL MEETING
UNIVERSITY IDENTITY PROJECT

476 RIVERSIDE AVENUE, JACKSONVILLE,FLORIDA 32204·904/359-0981

Three main areas were covered in our initial meeting and we would like to
share with you some conclusions that we made based on this discussion.
1. Present problems with the University of North Florida identity.
2.

Points of consideration in designing the new identity.

3.

Mission statement or philosophy of University of North Florida.

PRESENT PROBLEMS
1.

The current identity does not address any of the positive physical
aspects of the campus. (EX: surrounding lakes and wooded areas,
modern facilities, location in the community.)

2.

The signage system is not organized in a logical fashion, and does
not succeed in its primary role; to direct students and visitors
to different buildings and offices on campus.

3.

There is currently no distinctive visual element of the University
used in the identity program (EX: reflection of library in lake.)

4.

There is a need for the new identity to incorporate the colleges
into the overall design system.

5.

The current symbol is too abstract overall and does not effectively
translate the philosophy and purpose of the University into visual
terms.
·

6.

No present graphic guidelines

POINTS OF CONSIDERATION FOR NEW IDENTITY
I.

First and foremost, the new identity needs 11 to help us define ourselves"
as Dr. Quinlan stated.

2.

The design system needs to reflect the vitality of thinking at University
of North Florida. Broad in scope .

3.

We would like to see a unique visual aspect of the University incorporated
into the new identity.

4.

The design of the mark needs to be modern yet reflect a classic sensibility.

5.

It is important that both the physical and visual qualities of the new
identity are 11 approachable 11 , from a design standpoint. If this is achieved,
a positive image of the campus will be projected to the public at large.

A MISSION STATEMENT FOR UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA
As we discussed we feel it is necessary to have a philosophy or mission
statement to 11 help define ourselves 11 • Below is a rough draft or specific
points covered in our initial meeting concerning this statement.
1.

University of North Florida and the community are integrally related.

2.

The University is central to the economic and cultural growth of the
community and its students are the physical link in this relationship.

3.

University of North Florida is uni que because it places equal emphasis
on both its economic and cultural purpose as an institution of higher
learning.

4.

Two examples of its unique position are illustrated in its desire for
a more prominent role in the cultural events and activities of the
North Florida region and its goal of developing highly skilled students
to work in local high tech in ust r1es .

?

New graphic identity replaces North Florida's star
by Bucky Flye
Staff Writer

UNF's long awaited new graphic identity program was unveiled to the public
last Thurs.,Jan. 23, in the presidents' conference room.
The new design features the letter "N"
with the shape of the state outlined within the letter, thus representing the northern section of Florida.
"We wanted to come up with a design
that provided a unified, and con-sistant
graphic identy for UNF," Dr. Tom Quinlan, vice president of University Relations said. Dr. Quinlan also stated that
the University wanted to stress
regionality, as well as a more modern
and updated design . The old design,
which can still be seen all over campus,
featured a circle with the state of Florida
drawn in it and a star placed above the
northern tip of Florida.
Robin Shepherd Studios was the firm
chosen to design the new logo. Involved
in the design was UNF alumni, Tom
Schiffanella. Schiffanel-la, who majored
in graphic design at UNF in 1983, has

been with Robin Shepherd Studios one
year. Several months of planning and research were involved in coming up with
a design that would best represent UNF.
"A design needs to reflect utter simplicity, but also state the message in a
clear and decisive way," said Schiffanella. "A single letter tends to be much
more dynamic."
He also stated that people tend to look
at a symbol or logo design, and associate
that logo with certain company or institution.
Among some of. those attending the
presentation were Paul Ladnier, head of
the Graphic Arts Dept.; Dr. Tom Quinlan; Bud Newman, director of Public Relations; amd Dave Porter, of the Graphic
Arts Dept. President McCray was unable
to attend the presentation because of a
Board of Regents meeting in Pensacola.
This was the first time the new design
was unveiled to the public. The first two
presentations were formal presentations
closed to the public with only certain
University officals attending.

Program Coordinator Paul Ladnier shows off new logo to Thomas Quinlan.
The signage and graphics manual appears in the foreground. Ladnier collaborated with local design firm, Shephard Studios, on the new look for UNF.
Photo by Vicky Purcell.
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Ad hoc committee evaluates police
by Sandra Straukas
Staff writer

The report of the Ad Hoc Committee
on University Community / University Poliee Relations, published in December,
recommended "the destruction of all file
materials more than one year old referring to persons _who have not been found

gathered would lead to detection of ongoing or reasonably anticipated criminal
activities, or the anticipation of securing
an arrest or prosecution. Furthermore,
not one file reviewed cor,tained irrelevant or immaterial information to the
purpose for which it was maintained."
While the committee questioned the

the Police Department's Rules and Procedures Manual;
*Consideration of the use of security
personnel, trained students, criminal justice majors, and the _like to assist with
such functions as traffic direction, monitoring-of parking lots and dormitores, escort service. etc thus exoanding the
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Oregon
250 teachers
West and
ng for a
designed
ust 1111 you
I lotte Mabry in
Arts or call M argare
•t at 725-7031.
ota
f Florida, Alumni Chapter of
'hi Theta Kappa.
Hooray ! ! for Lea Ann for loving
enough to share her talent with Spina
tifida children lier dance lessons
the joy or their lives and of her.
y to go, Lea Ann. Luv & Hugs, Iota
WelcomeCharlene Sessions. We are
so
, happy to have you as a part of our
learn Luv & Hugs, Iota of Florida.

All welcome. BACCHUS chapter meet-,
ing on March 6 at 4:30 p.m., bldg. 11,
room 2201. Be sure to stop by our Polynesian Pleasure Bar at S rin Bash.
Congratulations to Teri & Margaret
who have been elected to the National Dean's List and Who's Who. We are
so-o-o proud of you. Luv & Hugs, Iota
of Florida.
• O.D.M. - We all know you're a HOT
dancer, but you didn't have to spill
that Brumos all over yourself -

• oc-curing

'
that a standardized
test like the one they

College
Students

D.M.U

Congratulations to the Student Residence Activity Committee and especially Jeff Gardner for a FAN TASTIC Bonfire Friday night It was a
great party. Looking forwa rd to
many more........ .

only

Letters to the editor

Don'tjustget ajob

with your education
Get an advantage.

Residences plagued with problems
Dear Editor,
Residential
housing is plagued with
more problems than just loose staircases
. If you are not familiar with the
"LeakyBay Window Caper," it is because the physical facilities department
was quick to assess the nature of the
problem and execute the solution.
The " Loose Stairc-ase Caper" has also
been solved. Each has been re-anchored
usingbolts and nuts instead of lag bolts
(large wood screws.) All other bolts and
setscrews either have been or are in the
process of being checked and tightened.
Many of these problems only come to
our attention after they have been manifested
themselves, which is too late for
preventativemeasures that should have
been taken care of during .the construction phase. We, physical facilities, did not
construct nor have local input into the
design
or procedure used to construct
residential
housing.
As to the delay in repairing Eric Wammock's
stairs, it was not communicated
to the department that the director of
residential
housing had assesed the proble m to be of an emergency nature,
where by it would have been removed
from the work order system and expidited Immediately.
Wammock noted that his stairs were
missing a significant bolt, but McCartney

was unaware of this important fact because Wammock did not tell him and McCartney did not check.
The physical facilities department
takes pride in maintaining this beautiful
campus. We .make every effort to keep
you, "the student and the staff, in a learning environment."

For qualifie d individuals who can successfully
cnmplete the Morine Corps program:

ENLISTMENT BONUS
■ Pa id upon successful completion of certain
occupationa l sk ills in selected fields.
'HI GHER STARTING SALARY
■ Slarl out drawing a much higher salary

Not new identity but
new graphic standards
Dear Editor,
I would like to take the opportunity to
clarify a misleading headline in the February 3 issue of the Spinnaker relative to
institutional graphics. The title of the article "New Graphic Identity Replaces
North -Florida's Star" is misleading in
that the University "seal" remains as it
always has been; the University, however, is adopting a new set of graphic standards. These standards include typefaces, letterheads, colors, certain signage
elements and a new symbol. A graphics
standards/ publications procedures manual will be forthcoming as a result of proposals set forth by The Robin Shepard
Studio in collaboration with University
personnel including myself.
Sincerely,
Paul Ladnier
Director of Institutional Graphics

to the sideWhen under
influence• of alcohol the involuntary je
Ing of the eyeballs becomes much m

than your contemporaries.

FASTER PROM OTIONS
■ If qualified , promotions con be 2-4 years
foster th a n for your contemporaries.
GUARANTEED

SKILLS

Who is eligible?
Westside: 786-3018 Northside: 768-8097

Southside: 396-1298 Clay County: 272-9486

St.

Aug: 1-824-7281 Palatka: 1-328-6198

In order 10 qualify for the College Enlistment
Program, you must hold an associate degree or the
equivalent of 60 semester hours or 90 quarter
hours from an accredited lnstltutlon, a certificate
from an accredi ted vocational Institution or you
must have completed a special course of
instruction !rum a community college. You must
also be al least 18 years old, a high school graduate
and fulfill all other basic requirements for being a
Marine. If you have prior serviceyou'll haveto
meet these criteria and submit the
reenlistmentrequest.

normal

WERE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD MEN ANO WOMEN! I

Ocbober 29, 1973

Vol. 4, No. 37

The UNF United Way fund drive officially ends
Wednesday, Oct. 31 , and UNF drive chairman Ward
Hancock (admin. services) has issued an "eleventh
hour'' appeal to all faculty, staff, and students
who have not yet contributed.
UNITED WAY
DRIVE ENDS
OCTOBER 31

Contributions to the United Way drive totalled
$4,235.13 at MARINER press time, with 102 UNF employees contributing. The UNF goal is $7,500 and, last year, the University
contributed $5,000.
The current total is 58.47% of the UNF goal, representing contributions from on 23.2% of UNF's total employee
population.
If the remaining 340 University employees would contribute only $10 each, we would surpass the goal by $135. But
please give any amount.
CAUTION ISSUED UNF President Thomas G. Carpenter has issued a pubTO HUNTERS
lie caution to hunters bracing for the forthcoming
hunting season, informing them that hunting on UNF
property is illegal under state law.
The caution, issued by the President to local media,
cites the growing human population using University facilities and
points out the danger to human life which could result from hunting
activity. The release also stresses UNF's commitment to preserving
the ecological aspects of the campus.

j

The University has received reports in the past of
illegal hunting or poaching.
UNF SYMBOL,
SEAL USE
CLARIFIED

Several questions have arisen recently con cerning
the use of the UNF seal and/or symbol on printed
materials published by departments and student organizations of the University.

Decisions rendered on the usage of these graphic
elements are not designed to frustrate users, but are intended to
protect the graphic integrity of the University's identification
devices. The seal is copyrighted, and its use restricted to official documents prepared by the University. The UNF symbol and logotype is trademarked and may be used if free of modification. 'These
paqe one

UNF SYMBOL
(cont'd)

legal protections have been secured to prevent the
unauthorized use of the graphic devices.

President Thomas G. Carpenter has designated the
public relations office to monitor the use of the graphic devices.
Informal policy, to be incorporated in a formal UNF graphic standards manual, requires that the symbol and logotype not be modified
in any manner, but does not restrict use of the symbol and logotype if unmodified, within reason.
Campus activities contemplating the use of these devices are urged to contact the PR office for individual guidance.
Barbara Bunch (psychology) spoke to a Baptist Hospital coronary care unit class Friday, Oct. 26, on the
psychological aspects of being a patient in such a
unit or a family member of a patient. Her emphasis was on nurses'
reactions and sensitivities to the behavioral responses of people
in such situations. The class was composed of registered and licensed practical nurses, student nurses, and nurses' aides.

BUNCH SPEAKS
TO NURSES

UNF PROFS
SPEAK AT
MATH CONFAB

Three UNF faculty members delivered addresses at the
recent fall conference of the Florida Council of Teachers of Math, Oct. 18-20, at the Hilton Hotel.

Dr. James F. Bassett (education) spoke to the elementary session on Fri., Oct. 19, on ''Using the Metric System in Elementary School Mathematics." Dr. James S. Cangelosi (education)
addressed the secondary session on Sat., Oct. 20, speaking on "Concept Formation: How and For What Purpose?" Dr. Richard de R. Kip
(bus. admin.) followed Dr. Cangelosi on the secondary session program , speaking on "The Impact of CLEP on Florida Community and Junior
Colleges."
ART NOTES

Charles Charles submitted works to be featured this
month in an invitational exhibit at the Southwest
Craft Center Gallery, San Antonio, Tex., Charles also has received
an invitation to exhibit a one-man show at the Mexican Cultural Inst itute in San Antonio in March.

J. Reginald Watterson of the Pratt Institute, New York,
pre sented a slide presentation ori the development of personal style
and the social significance of abstract figure painting to Prof.
Charles' Venture Studies class and to David Porter's commercial art/
graphic design students Mon., Oct. 15.
Art student George Goff recently completed a design
commission for a wall mural of a new evening club opening in the city.
AUDUBON HEARS
LOFTIN SPEECH

Dr. Robert W. Loftin (philosophy & religion) addressed
the Duval Audubon Society Thurs., Oct. 18, speaking on
"The Migration of Birds."

STUDENT IN
PRINT

An article entitled "What Is Competency-Based Education?"
written by health and physical education major Lance
Green was published in a recent issue of Journal of
Health, Physical Education, and Recreation.
page two

ORTH FLORIDA
. Th e official pub lication f or the st all
of the University of North Florida.

i

August 20 , 19 7 3

Vol. 4 , No . 29

AWARD WINNERS
DISPLAYED
IN LIBRARY

UNF art students will have their paintings
on display in the library foyer during
August and September. Ranging in style
from hard- and soft-edge abstractions to
primitive, lyrical and illusionary realism, the paintings
were judged and selected for cash awards by painting
i nstructor Char les Charles.
George Goff was awarded first prize of
$100 for his 4-ft. square canvas, untitled. Second place
and $75 went to Dick Caton for "Tree Growth," and third
prize of $50 was shared by Ralph Kline for "Six Faces"
and Randy Taylor for "Clock-Light." Other students
included in the exhibition are Kirn Dowell, Ron Lamb,
and Debbie Applewhite. All works are for sale and range
in price for $15 to $150.
COMMENCEMENT
SET FOR
SUNDAY

All faculty and staff are invited to attend
and urged to participate in graduation
ceremonies Sunday, Aug. 26. Commencement
begins at 8 p.m. in the courtyard, with
Board of Regents Chairman J.J. Daniel as the guest speaker.
A reception following the ceremonies will be held in
the library.
TEACHERS-TURN IN
YOUR GRADES! !

Teachers should turn in summer quarter
grades to the registrar's office by 10 a.m.
Friday, Aug. 24.
It's imperative that
all faculty members adhere to this return
time/date in order f or students to receive an accurate
grade report and clear degree candidates, according to
Marc Casbeer (records and registration).
UNF SEAL
AVAILABLE

The University now has an official (corporate)
seal that will be kept in the President's
office. Anyone having a need for it should
see B.J. Brown or Margaret Davis.
Pag e one
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UNIVERS ITY SYMBOL

The University symbol: a capital Times
Roman "N" inscribed with a state of
Florida profile; denotes UNF's north
Florida location and service area. The
"N" symbol should alwavs be used with
the wordmark and never alone.
The "N" symbol should not be combined
with or made pan of any other logo. If
used together with another logo, the
University logo should always be th e
dominant element. The o th er logo(s)
should be separate and subordinate.
The two ways of using th e symbol with
the wordmark are illustrated to the right
(figs. I & 2 ).
The symbol may also be used between
capital Times Roman "U" & "F" (fig. 3 ).
A specialized treatment for letterhead,
em·elope and business card use is shown
on page 10 - 12 .
UNIVERSITY WORDMARK

The University Wordmark
consists of th e
words "University of North Florida". It
should always contain all the words , never
just "North Florida ".

UNIVERSITY OF

NORTH
FLORIDA
(fig. I )

UNIVERSTIY OF

NORTH

FLORIDA
(fig. 2 )

So-called "free-hand" renditions, or
constru ed renditions of the identi ty
mark, are not acceptable because they
may n ot be true to the original form.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA
(fig.3)

USE OF THE
UNIVERSITY

SE A L

Like o ther insti tuti onal seals, the officia l
University seal is meant to function as a
stamp of validation. It is used as a stamp
of certification on official documents,
either printed o r as an emboss - simi lar to
a notary's
stamp.
,
"
The use of the University seal is reserved
for certain official documents and
publication
including diplomas
-

.

.

honorary. degrees, , institutional
certificates and spec ial awards.

with in the University seal, it should b e
used
only in circumstances
which ensure
clear reproduction
o f that detail
It

simultaneously within the same
publication

OFFICIAL ATHLETIC LOGOS AND

IDENTIFYING

MARKS

The Athletic teams' logos are for use o n ly
by sanctioned teams and club spons. All
use is governed by the UNF Athletic
Office.
The Ozzie Masc o t representation is for
general usage . No approval is needed for
use , but die mascot should not be
po rtrayed as vi cious or bloody.

(.Athletic

teams'

logo )

(Mascot "Ozzie")

(NF monogram)

(Os prey script )

(Osp re y script with logo )

Date: Tue, 17 Sep 2002 14:09:50 -0400
From: "Kasten, Kathe" <KKASTEN@unf.edu>
To: "Brady, Eileen" <ebrady@unf.edu>
Cc: "Daniel, Larry" <ldaniel@unf.edu>
Subject: RE: Compass Rose
The following text is in the "iso-8859-1" character set.
Your display is set for the "US-ASCII" character set.
Some characters may be displayed incorrectly. ]
Thanks so much, Eileen. This is very helpful.
Kathe Kasten
-----Original Message----From: Eileen Brady [mailto:ebrady@unf.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2002 1:17 PM
To: Kasten, Kathe
Subject: Re: Compass Rose

Kathe, I am aware of only one "abstract" version of the compass rose, the
simplified design used on our University letterhead stationery with the
colored - turquoise - ink.
For internal correspondence within the
University, we were allowed to use only the black/grey-and-white version
of the stationery.
I believe the simplified version of the rose made its appearance in the
early 70s, including the first commencement exercise program in 1973.
I
am sending you examples, including an early College of Education sample.
I have both the "internal" and "external" COE stationery of that one!
Hope this helps,
Eileen
On Tue, 17 Sep 2002,
Kasten , Kathe wrote:
>
Eileen, we are updating our College of Education web pages and would
> like to use the compass rose in our graphics. Ellie Scheirer told me that
an
> abstract version of the compass rose was designed in the 1970s or 1980s as
> an alternative to the classic original version. Do you have access to this
> design? If not, do you know who would? I'd appreciate any information you
> can provide me.
>
>
>
>
>

Kathe Kasten

Reared in th e lap o f nature, wh ere he may hi ke
through th e w ood s o n nature trail s, enj oy the
many spec ies of wil d life o n thi s 1,000 acre prese rve, and fi sh in it s lakes, th e child is grow in g
toward adulth oo d with an eco l og i c al und e r standin g fo r th e future o f his soc iety. Throu gh
th e previ o us th oroughn ess o f parental plannin g,
esp ec iall y th e venture co urse co nce pt, he enters
soc i e t y with an und e rstandin g o f what th at
future sho uld be.

The symbol of UNF was design ed on a concept of long-range guidance for its graduates;
t he compass ro se, a marin er's device symboli zing direction for th e university co mmunity, and
the circl e, which is the co mmunity fo r whi c h it
was plann ed.

In t ro du c ti o n
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THE
NORTHSTAR
VOL. I

OCT., 1974

UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH FLORIDA

University of North Florida
Commencement Exercises
for the
First Graduating Class
June 10, 1973
four o'clock in the afternoon
in the
University Courtyard
University of North Florida
THE SYMBOL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NOR TH FLORIDA
Two ancient devices-the circle and the compass rosehave been adopted and modified in creating a graphic symbol
for the new University of North Florida. The compass rose,
long a direction-finding device for mariners, here symbolizes
the University's role In providing direction for lives. The
placement of the compass rose In the upper northeast
quadrant of the circle describe• the new Institution's upper
division character and Its location in the northeast of
Fl o rida. The circle Itself signifies the community which the
University is d edicated to serving
Th e sy mbo l w as inspired by th e Unlve rslty o f North
Fl o rid a seal d esigned under the d irection of President T h o mas
G. Car pente r. Th e seal will c o ntinue to be µsed o n fo r mal
doc um e nt•. Th e s ymbo l, as a simpler representatio n o f the
sea l, will b e u sed In the Unive rsi ty's publications and o the r
communi c ati ve d evices.

T h e Commencement

The Se al and Symbol
of the Univ e r s ity of North Flor ida
Two ancient devices-the circle and the compass rosehave been adopted
and modified in creating a graphic symbol
for the University of North Florida . The compass rose, long a
d1rechon-fmdmg devICe for mariners, here symbolizes the
University's role in providing direction for lives. The placement of the compass rose in the upper northeast quadrant of
the circle describes the institution's upper division character
and its location in the northeast of Florida . The circle itself
signifies the community which the University is dedicate to
serving. The symbol wa s inspired by the University of Nort
Flonda seal, designed under the direction of President
Thomas G . Carpenter. The seal will continue to be used on
formal documents. The symbol, as a simpler representation
of the seal, will be used in the University's publications and
other communicative devices.

Ceremony
·

The commencement ceremony as we know it today has its
roots in the academic traditions and heritage passed on by
European universities of the 14th century.
While the ceremony itself has been modified to conform
with more modern times, the academic dress of faculty and
graduates still carries the vestiges of medieval times.
The cut of the academic cap and gown has an ancient significance. Once a symbol of rank or class, it today represents
tradition and achievement. The cap, now a flat "mortar
board," once was soft, full, and draped . The robes reflect the
everyday dress of the Middle Ages.
Today's graduates and faculty fall into three categories as
far as gowns are concerned. The bachelor's degree candidate
wears a plain robe with full, pointed sleeves, but without a
distinctive hood. The master's degree candidate or graduate
wears a robe with long, closed sleeves which have been slit
near the upper part of the arm . This candidate also wears an
abbreviated hood lined with the granting university's colors
in satin and edged in velvet which signifies the discipline in
which the degree was earned.
Faculty members holding doctoral degrees wear robes with
round, open sleeves, ornamented with black velvet. While
doctoral robes normally are black, many have been specifically designed in various color schemes by the granting institution or by the degree holder. The doctoral hood is larger,
but the color scheme is similar to that worn by the master's
candidate .
At the University of North Florida, baccalaureate degree
candidates wear a modified gown, reflecting the University's
colors, light blue and white. These colors also are carried on
the master's degree hoods.
A 14th century writer observed that the University of Paris
was the first institution to assign distinctive costumes and
colors to its four faculties. The University of North Florida's
three colleges now employ colors that have been carried over
to the modern day and prescribed by the 1895 Intercollegiate
Commission as representing those disciplines. The College of
Arts and Sciences, offering the Bachelor of Arts degree, is
signified by a white cap tassel. The College of Business Administration, offering the Bachelor of Business Administration degree, uses a drab, or light olive brown, tassel. The

THE SYMBOL OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA
Two ancient devices-the circle and the compass rose-have been
adapted to create a graphic symbol for the new University of North Florida.
The compass rose, long a direction finding device for mariners, here
symbolizes the University's role in providing direction for lives.
The placement of the compass rose in the northeast quadrant of the circle
describes the new institution 's upper division
character and its location in the northeast of Florida.

The circle itself signifies the community
which the University is dedicated to serving.

-

T

Founders Circle is a program of educational investment designed for those deeply devoted
to the value of expanded educational opportunity. Your participation is sought as a leader
who recognizes the dividends that flow from a better educated society and who continues to
demonstrate a commitment to such efforts.

The Founders Circle evolved from the example last year of a small, but dedicated group of community
leaders. These men, women and organizations were designated as Honorary Founders. Their support
laid the foundation of an educational effort from which generations of young people will benefit.
Their gifts made possible scholarships, loans and work opportunities for more than 200 students in
the Charter Class. Their example motivated hundreds more to join the effort as Volunteer Alumni.
The full community potential of the University of North Florida can be realized only through
continuation of the program begun by these Honorary Founders. Many young people in our community have the ability and initiative to succeed academically, but limited financial means to do so.
The Founders Circle is dedicated to assuring these young people are not denied the opportunity
offered by the new state university.
The trustees of the University of North Florida Foundation, with the support and encouragement of
the President of the University, have established the Founders Circle. It is a permanent means of
continuing the vital educational opportunity program so successfully activated last year.
This cause can succeed only with active participation and financial support by community leaders
such as you. As a member of the Founders Circle, your leadership will be recognized through a
variety of tangible means. But no such recognition will equal the knowledge that you have helped
insure the continued availability of educational opportunity for all those in our community who can
benefit from it. Trustees of the Foundation will be pleased to discuss with you the details of the
Founders Circle .

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA FOUNDATION, INC .
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New Look
UNF 's "image" will experience a
transformation in coming months, the
result of a revised graphic identity
program coordinated by Paul Ladnier,
UNF graphics director.
Replacing the old, stylized "compass rose" symbol. developed from
UNF's official institutional seal, is a
Roman-style capital "N" into which
has been incorporated the outline of
the state of Florida. According to
Ladnier. the new symbol emphasizes UNF's location in north
Florida.
"'I've been concerned for some
time that UNF graphic identity had
become dated , " Ladnier said. "The
symbol and type fo rm used in the
previous presentation were somewhat
'faddish,· and tied the University to a
style popular in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. Given the University's

24

maturity, I believe it's time to develop
a graphic image that suggests stability and permanence, something I
believe we 've achieved, by using a
traditional Times-Roman typeface."
The new symbol and logotype will
begin appearing on University letterhead, business cards, publications
and other printed materials within the
next few months, Ladnier said. The
new symbol eventually will shape a
unified, integrated University identity
program which will incorporate exterior and interior building signage,
roadway signs, vehicle markings , and
other applications.
The new symbol and logotype
were professionally designed by
Robin Shepherd Studios. a local
graphic design firm. Principal designer
for the materials was UNF student
Tom Schifanella.

Can We Talk!
The 1985 UNF Alumni Phonathon
raised almost $37,000 in gifts and
pledges in nine nights of calling during three weeks in October 1985.
Volunteers from Lambda Chi
Alpha, a new UNF social fraternity ,
accounted for almost one-third of the
total raised, and one member, Robert
Chambers. was the top individual performer with $3,400.
The fraternity sought out the
Phonathon opportunity as a means of
increasing its visibility and supporting
UNF. The 35-member group sent five
to 10 members each night.
The Phonathon is the UNF Alumni
Association ·s primary fund-raising activity. with significant proceeds
underwriting scholarships. During
1986, the Endowed Alumni Scholarship and Freshman Scholarships will
account for $14,000 of the total.

Officers
Installed
The UNF Alumni Association installed 1986 officers in January.
Assuming the association's
presidency was Donna Self (BA · 77).
assistant banking center manager for
Regency Square Southeast Bank.
Other installed officers included
Richard Middlekauff (BBA '83), a cor-
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Brand unveiled to public

NEWS
Tragedy begins semester:
The body of UNF junior
philosophy major Matthew
Ross Lund was found Aug.
20 in an underwater cave.
Professors remember him as
an empathetic student.
See DIVERS, page S

Faculty
members
plan rally
for pay raise
Supporters will gather
on Green following
Delaney's address on
state of the university

EXPRESSIONS

BY NATASHA KHAIRULIAH
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A little night music:
Music professor Charlotte
Mabrey performs with UNF
percussion students who
make the beats they march
to in An Evening of 20th
Century Music.
See CONCERT, page 16

SPORTS
Ready for some football?
Well, in the rest of the
world it's called football , anyway. And the football season
at UNF starts Aug. 26 with
the Ospreys' first official
Division I game against
McNeese State University.
See UNF. page 23

WEEKEND
WEATHER

Friday
Aug.26

Saturday
Aug. 27

University President John Delaney went public Aug. 18 with the new branding campaign.
During the announcement, Delaney unveiled a new university logo as well as a new athletics logo. The branding campaign
is more than just a new_ look for the university
Delaney said. The new taglme, "No one like you. No place like this,' 1s something Delaney
and university administrators hope will reinforce a commitment they are makmg to place
students first and to set the university apart from other schools in Florida.

Sunday
Aug. 28

75/89

75/87

74/87

TSTRMS

PTCLDY

PTCLDY

7-day forecast. page S
SOURCE: NOAA
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UNF's biggest fan dies at 65
BY KRISTIAN MARTIN
SPORTS EDITOR

The man to whom the University of North
Florida baseball stadium was dedicated 17 years
ago died Aug. 21 at age 65.
Doug Harmon, one of the most active boosters in the university's history, had supported
sports programs at UNF since its time as a member of the National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics and helped start the
Osprey Club, the school's primary booster
organization.
Harmon was a regular at Osprey sporting
events and occasionally traveled with the baseball team, accompanying it on its first four trips
to the College World Series.
"He is the guy who set the standards for athletics at UNF," UNF head baseball coach Dusty
Rhodes said in a press release.
Harmon helped build the UNF Tennis
Complex and the Dusty Rhodes Indoor Batting
Facility.
There will be a 6 p.m. viewing for Harmon
Aug. 24 at the Corey-Kerlin Funeral Home at 940
Cesery Blvd. The funeral service is at 1 p.m. on
Aug. 25 at Corey-Kerlin, and a graveside service
will follow at Oaklawn Cemetery on San Jose

Doug Harmon accompanies his wife, Linda, at the
1988 dedication of the university's baseball stadium.
Boulevard.
In addition to flowers, the family is asking for
donations to be made to the Doug Harmon
Endowed Baseball Scholarship Fund.
E-mail Kristian Martin at spinnakersports@yahoo.com.

The Green at the University of
North Florida has hosted sunbathers, Frisbee throwers and
political activists. Soon, it will
host frustrated faculty members.
The issue of salary raises for
UNF faculty has remained in
limbo for the past three months.
Now, faculty members are taking
action, by holding a pay-raise rally
Aug. 26 at 11 a.m. on the Green.
According to professor Dr. Chip
Klostermeyer, who helped plan the
rally, more than
400 faculty members
will
be
affected by the
resolution to the
dispute. He said
the purpose of
the event is for
faculty members
to be heard, and
that it is being
Klostermeyer
held on the day of
convocation in
hopes of receiving some attention.
"Faculty salaries have been significantly lower than what they
should be," said University
President John Delaney.
The proposed recommendations would be the highest faculty
pay increase at any university in
the state of Florida, he said.
The original faculty pay raise
agreement was supposed to give
faculty a total pool of a 12.3 percent pay increase and a $1,000
bonus in the 2003 to 2006 years,
according to Delaney. A 2 percent
increase and the $1,000 bonus have
been distributed.
"This is just to express our frustration with the process,"
Klostermeyer said. "We're afraid
they're not going to come to an
agreement anytime soon, and we
hope to just have a conclusion in
the near future."
The agreement is one that must
be reached by two parties - the
United Faculty of Florida and the
administration. Both sides are in
negotiations regarding the terms
of a contract that, among other
things, will determine the pay
increase of faculty members. Once
the UFF and the administration
reach an agreement, it has to be
approved by the Board of Trustees
and receive a majority vote by faculty members.
If it probably weren't against
labor law regulations, Delaney
said, he would love to join the UNF
faculty.
Although the negotiations have
been at an impasse since May, both
sides have been negotiating for
two years.

See RALLY, page 10
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Seal, Logo
and Mascot

The Seal The official seal for the University of North

The Osprey Mascot The osprey was adopted officially

Florida incorporates a circle and a compass rose - a direction-finding device for mariners.
These symbolize the
University 's role in providing
direction for students. The
placement of the symbol
in the upper northeast
quadrant of the circle
describes the University ' s
location in the northeast
region of Florida. The
Roman numerals
MCMLXV refer to the year
that the university was chartered, 1965. Use of the official
University seal is reserved for official documents, such as
diplomas and other official certificates.

as the University of North Florida mascot in November 1979
by an election conducted by the Student Government Association. The osprey received 47 percent of the votes and won
over the armadillo, sea gull, manatee and shark.

An osprey can be seen often, gliding majestically over the
campus. The osprey - a member of the hawk family with a
wingspan of up to six feet - is capable of diving 80 miles per
hour in pursuit of fish which constitute its main diet.

NNORTH
The UNF Logo

The University's
graphic symbol is a
capital "N" in which
the geographical
outline of the state of Florida is inscribed. It is always used
with the words "University of North Florida." The symbol
appears on official University stationery, business cards,
envelopes, labels, web pages and external publications. Blue
and gray are official UNF colors.

FIDRIDA

The Athletics Logo The stylized osprey in a bold circle
creates a uniform visual identity for UNF athletics.

UNF's mascot has the characteristics that UNF students hope
to have when they graduate. Ospreys have been described as
seemingly inexhaustible, tenacious, opportunistic, cosmopolitan, loyal to their species, adaptable, resilient and fond of
living near other ospreys. Described as "trendy birds" in
National Geographic magazine for their success in adapting to
suburban neighborhoods, ospreys also are into recycling.
Children's toys, styrofoam containers, cork buoys and
doormats are many of the items they use to construct their
gigantic nests. Ospreys, like UNF alumni, reside on all
continents, except Antarctica.
To commemorate UNF's commitment to the environment and
its adoption of the osprey as its mascot, the University of
North Florida Foundation, Inc. commissioned a watercolor
painting of the osprey by noted ornithologist and wildlife
artist Frederick William Wetzel of Jacksonville. The painting
hangs permanently in the second floor lounge of the Thomas
G. Carpenter Library.

Seal, Logo and Mascot xi
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA BOOKSTORE
By its nature, the University Bookstore, like any other college
store is often the focal point for criticism, and to be sure,
criticism is expected. However, criticism often stems from
nothing more than not understanding or realizing exactly what
the problem might be. Therefore, to each of you , we would like
to present a few of the enclosed thoughts . We are confident that
when you have had the opportunity to gain a few insights into
our operation, to observe the effort that the entire staff of the
University Bookstore does extend, and to understand our goals
and objectives, you will find little that is actually a problem.
The University Bookstore welcomes you to its new store at the
University of North Florida .

WELCOME
Congratulations on having been chosen and being admitted as
a student to the University of North Florida .
The University Bookstore is an auxiliary enterprise operated
by the University for the convenience of students, faculty and
staff. We in the Bookstore are looking forward to meeting you
and having the opportunity of serving you during the next four
years.
OUR PURPOSE-SERVICE
The University Bookstore is a self-maintained department of
the University administration with its management directly
responsible to the Business Office .
The primary purpose of the University Bookstore is to supply
textbooks and supplies at the time needed, in the quantities
requested and at prices which are fair and consistent with good
business practices, giving students the best buy for their money .
STANDING IN LINES
Your first exposure to the University Bookstore could very
well be when seeking to secure your required textbooks: Realize
that we are responsible to serve in excess of 1800 students in a
matter of approximately 76 hours at the beginning of each
semester.
Extra staff is employed in all locations during the rush periods.
These people justify their presence only by being of personal help
and assistance to you, the student.

Lines for textbooks develop in every school in the nation!
Some are over a mile long and require a wait of over five hours.
We hope that ours will never develop into such a "fiasco". This
past year our lines averaged a few yards. The longest known wait
was a half hour and the average delay was ten to fifteen minutes.
All of us in the store are concerned about lines and are doing all
we can to keep the lines moving as fast as possible.

MARKING BOOKS
You will notice that all pricing on textbooks is done by
charcoal or ultraviolet. This is because publishers do not extend
credit on books which have any marks whatsoever on them . We
are not even allowed to price books in pencil. Because of this we
cannot refund on books with markings of any kind and
constantly stress, " Do not write in a book until you are positive
you are going to use it!"
BOOK IDENTIFICATION
The method by which we purchase used books from students
controls the pilfering of books on campus to some degree. Should
your books be stolen, your first check should be with our "Book
Buy Back " area.
Frequently, an individual who does pick up another's books
will bring them to the store and sell them back to us as used
books . If you are able to identify your books, we are able to
locate the seller, and not only will your books be returned, but
the student body will also benefit by having the guilty party
handled properly.
An easy suggestion for your book identification would be to
choose a number, such as 36, and circle every page number 36 in
every book you own. Should your books be picked up, let us
know and we will watch for the title of the book and the
particular page number which is circled .
We always know from whom we buy any and all books. In
fact, with our new systems we will be able to identify specific
books and who purchased them in any given year.

TEXTBOOKS
The largest depart ment we have and from which more than
60% of our sales are derived is the textbook department. Most of
the problems we have are centered within this department of the
University Store. Textbooks are the ex pens ive tools of the trade
- the tools of being a student . National figures suggest that books
for requ i red courses cost about 4- 5% of one 's total educational
expenses . When you figure that you receive 80- 85% of your
education from textbooks , your investment in these books is one
of the best offered in your entire educational process!
The pricing of books is determined solely by the publisher and
prices are subject to change at their discretion. From the price
structure offered by publishers, stores receive a 20% discount on
which to operate. Average figures across the country indicate that
it costs about 23. 7% to operate a textbook department. Therefore it is not hard to understand that any store loses nearly 4% on
college textbooks even though they are expensive.
An order for textbooks originates about 3- 4 months prior to
the need. A requisition form from any academic department tells
the store the title, author, publisher and the number of students
expected to enroll. We request book orders from the faculty as
early as possible as it allows us time to screen the "used book"
market as thoroughly as possible. This is the only means we have
of savi ng you any cost on textbooks
-Often we are asked why a $1.65 copy of " Moby Dick " is
request ed when we have a 50c edition of this title in stock . This is
not the Store's choice - nor shou ld it be! It is a faculty decision

based on the edition's special footnotes, appendix, or other
justifiable reasons .
There are several understandable reasons why we occasionally
run out of textbooks or don't have them available when classes
begin . It is not unusual, because of unexpected enrollment, to
have entire divisions created as classes start . As enrollment
demands fluctuate, classes projected at 200 could end with actual
enrollment of twice that number, without the Store having been
forewarned. When this does happen , we immediately call for
books, but they can never be shipped as fast as the cal I was made,
and so we are out of stock until they arrive.
There are a few orders for books the Store might not receive
until after classes begin. This happens either because of a late
faculty arrival, or decisions not being made . Sometimes books are
ordered with the knowledge that they are not scheduled to be
published until after classes begin, though the decision is made in
the student's overall interest.
The Bookstore telephone number is 646- 2866.
The Bookstore hours are :
8 :00 A .M . to 8:00 P.M. daily
Rush time:
Normal hours:
Mon.
8:00 A .M. to 8 :00
Tues.
8:00 A. M. to 5:00
Wed .
8 :00 A .M . to 5: 00
Thurs .
8 :00 A .M . to 8 :00
Fri .
8 :00 A .M . to 5 :00
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REFUND POLICY
If a book has not been used and does not have writing in it, an
exchange will be made without question within ten days of
purchase. However, no exchanges or refunds will be permitted
without a cash register receipt, a drop/ add slip, or unless the
course has been cancelled . There will be no refunds given on
textbooks purchased during the last 10 days of the quarter, or on
paperback books. Defective merchandise will be replaced at no
extra charge to the student and should be returned to the
Bookstore at once.
REFUNDS
If you discontinue a class for which your books are purchased,
a refund will be made. The liberal policy we have had in the past
has been reverted to the standard return program that prevails on
most other campuses because of the typically "few" who try to
break the system.
Publishers have policies which we have to adhere to concerning
the amount of time we have in which to return books. Accord ingly our format is focussed on these policies.
Textbooks may be turned in for refund only if an "Add &
Drop" slip has been secured from the Dean's office confirming a
class change. With this and the sales slip, we will gladly refund
your money on any textbook for a period of about two weeks
after classes begin for the semester . Originally we refunded on
any book with or without a sales slip or "Add & Drop" slip.
Unfortunately we found that the "few" were taking advantage of
our generosity. We were refunding on books purchased in years
gone by and never used, or we were refunding on books in stock
which had never been purchased by the students seeking a refund .
Deadlines on refunds are posted and customers are constantly
advised to "Keep your sales slip!"
On all other merchandise in the store refunds do not apply
since quality is always 100% guaranteed.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
In this department are found the many, small items which are
so necessary to the college courses - anything from attache cases
to thumb tacks. All are carefully selected to provide you with
quality merchandise at competitive prices. This department is also
self-service.

RETURN POLICY ON BOOKS
Should it become necessary for you to return books purchased
at the University Bookstore, they will be accepted for credit to
your account or for cash if the following conditions are met.
1. New books should be completely free of all markings,
either pencil or ink, other than the price mark.
2. Books, new or used, returned after deadlines will be bought
at their usual price.
3. No refunds can be made without cash register receipt or
charge account slip.
4. Refunds on paperbacks and other non-text books are made
only on the day purchased.
5. Defective books - those defective in composition of pages
with entire sections missing, or with sections out of order.
When such defects are discovered, the book should be
replaced without charge and without regard to the length of
time it has been out of the store.
6. Special order books cannot be returned .
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TEXT REVISIONS
Students frequently object to text revisions because they
require the purchase of new texts . A text is revised in order to
keep it abreast of the advancements made in the past several
years. It should not be expected that they will be entirely new
texts any more than this year's automobile is entirely new in
comparison with last year's model.

PRICE VERSUS SIZE
The price of a text in general is based upon the number of
pages, the number of drawings, photographs, and formulae which
are more expensive than regular typesetting,. and with the sales
potential of the book . Two texts with the same number of pages
may be expected to vary in price if one has a larger sales potential
than the other.
A smaller book likewise may be higher priced than a larger one
if its sales potential is expected to be low. Upper classmen ' s texts
are generally more expensive than freshmen's texts due to the
smaller sales potential that they usually have.

BUY-BACK POLICY
The Bookstore will offer 50% of the publishers' list price
providing the books are in good condition and will be used in the
following term, and providing that particular course is not already
overstocked. Textbooks used on a one-time basis or those which
will not be used again, will be bought at the fair market value
when feasible . (Fair market value is the price listed in the College
Textbook Buying Guide). Books for which the fair market value
is less than $1 .00 will not be included in the buy-back . General
paperback books will not be bought back. Student identification
is required .
COLLEGE CLOTHING
This department carries sweat shirts, T -shirts, jackets and gym
suits - all so much a part of college life. Juvenile and youth si zes
with the University colors are also sold for the younger brother or
sister.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The University Bookstore is a departmental operation. Merchandise or services offered are catagorized into given areas or
departments. These are : new books, used books, paperbacks,
school supplies, soft goods, jewelry, greeting cards and magazines.
All buying for these areas is premised on three basic principles.
First, the item must be required for a given course or program of
the University. Items of this type are naturally the textbooks,
used books, some paperbacks and frequently supply items.
Second, items will be made available that are necessary to supplement and complement the course study and to enhance the
cultural and academic significance of the Un iversity . Departments
offering items of this nature are mainly the paperback section,
the art area, and some items in other departments. Third, items
will be made available to serve the personal convenience of
student life.
The management and staff of the University Bookstore is
oriented around you, the student! Rest assured we will assist you
during your college life with all the effort and help we can. It is
our sincere hope that you will look to the University Bookstore
as alumni with the same pride we know we shall have in you.

7. Deadl ines on refunds are posted and customers are constantly adv ised to " Keep Y our Sales Slip."

Sincerely,
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH FLORIDA BOOKSTORE
By its nature, the University Bookstore, like any other college
store is often the focal point for criticism, and to be sure,
criticism is expected. However, criticism often stems from
nothing more than not understanding or realizing exactly what
the problem might be. Therefore, to each of you , we would like
to present a few of the enclosed thoughts . We are confident that
when you have had the opportunity to gain a few insights into
our operation, to observe the effort that the entire staff of the
University Bookstore does extend, and to understand our goals
and objectives, you will find little that is actually a problem.
The University Bookstore welcomes you to its new store at the
University of North Florida .

WELCOME
Congratulations on having been chosen and being admitted as
a student to the University of North Florida .
The University Bookstore is an auxiliary enterprise operated
by the University for the convenience of students, faculty and
staff. We in the Bookstore are looking forward to meeting you
and having the opportunity of serving you during the next four
years.
OUR PURPOSE-SERVICE
The University Bookstore is a self-maintained department of
the University administration with its management directly
responsible to the Business Office .
The primary purpose of the University Bookstore is to supply
textbooks and supplies at the time needed, in the quantities
requested and at prices which are fair and consistent with good
business practices, giving students the best buy for their money .
STANDING IN LINES
Your first exposure to the University Bookstore could very
well be when seeking to secure your required textbooks: Realize
that we are responsible to serve in excess of 1800 students in a
matter of approximately 76 hours at the beginning of each
semester.
Extra staff is employed in all locations during the rush periods.
These people justify their presence only by being of personal help
and assistance to you, the student.

Lines for textbooks develop in every school in the nation!
Some are over a mile long and require a wait of over five hours.
We hope that ours will never develop into such a "fiasco". This
past year our lines averaged a few yards. The longest known wait
was a half hour and the average delay was ten to fifteen minutes.
All of us in the store are concerned about lines and are doing all
we can to keep the lines moving as fast as possible.

MARKING BOOKS
You will notice that all pricing on textbooks is done by
charcoal or ultraviolet. This is because publishers do not extend
credit on books which have any marks whatsoever on them . We
are not even allowed to price books in pencil. Because of this we
cannot refund on books with markings of any kind and
constantly stress, " Do not write in a book until you are positive
you are going to use it!"
BOOK IDENTIFICATION
The method by which we purchase used books from students
controls the pilfering of books on campus to some degree. Should
your books be stolen, your first check should be with our "Book
Buy Back " area.
Frequently, an individual who does pick up another's books
will bring them to the store and sell them back to us as used
books . If you are able to identify your books, we are able to
locate the seller, and not only will your books be returned, but
the student body will also benefit by having the guilty party
handled properly.
An easy suggestion for your book identification would be to
choose a number, such as 36, and circle every page number 36 in
every book you own. Should your books be picked up, let us
know and we will watch for the title of the book and the
particular page number which is circled .
We always know from whom we buy any and all books. In
fact, with our new systems we will be able to identify specific
books and who purchased them in any given year.

TEXTBOOKS
The largest depart ment we have and from which more than
60% of our sales are derived is the textbook department. Most of
the problems we have are centered within this department of the
University Store. Textbooks are the ex pens ive tools of the trade
- the tools of being a student . National figures suggest that books
for requ i red courses cost about 4- 5% of one 's total educational
expenses . When you figure that you receive 80- 85% of your
education from textbooks , your investment in these books is one
of the best offered in your entire educational process!
The pricing of books is determined solely by the publisher and
prices are subject to change at their discretion. From the price
structure offered by publishers, stores receive a 20% discount on
which to operate. Average figures across the country indicate that
it costs about 23. 7% to operate a textbook department. Therefore it is not hard to understand that any store loses nearly 4% on
college textbooks even though they are expensive.
An order for textbooks originates about 3- 4 months prior to
the need. A requisition form from any academic department tells
the store the title, author, publisher and the number of students
expected to enroll. We request book orders from the faculty as
early as possible as it allows us time to screen the "used book"
market as thoroughly as possible. This is the only means we have
of savi ng you any cost on textbooks
-Often we are asked why a $1.65 copy of " Moby Dick " is
request ed when we have a 50c edition of this title in stock . This is
not the Store's choice - nor shou ld it be! It is a faculty decision

based on the edition's special footnotes, appendix, or other
justifiable reasons .
There are several understandable reasons why we occasionally
run out of textbooks or don't have them available when classes
begin . It is not unusual, because of unexpected enrollment, to
have entire divisions created as classes start . As enrollment
demands fluctuate, classes projected at 200 could end with actual
enrollment of twice that number, without the Store having been
forewarned. When this does happen , we immediately call for
books, but they can never be shipped as fast as the cal I was made,
and so we are out of stock until they arrive.
There are a few orders for books the Store might not receive
until after classes begin. This happens either because of a late
faculty arrival, or decisions not being made . Sometimes books are
ordered with the knowledge that they are not scheduled to be
published until after classes begin, though the decision is made in
the student's overall interest.
The Bookstore telephone number is 646- 2866.
The Bookstore hours are :
8 :00 A .M . to 8:00 P.M. daily
Rush time:
Normal hours:
Mon.
8:00 A .M. to 8 :00
Tues.
8:00 A. M. to 5:00
Wed .
8 :00 A .M . to 5: 00
Thurs .
8 :00 A .M . to 8 :00
Fri .
8 :00 A .M . to 5 :00
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REFUND POLICY
If a book has not been used and does not have writing in it, an
exchange will be made without question within ten days of
purchase. However, no exchanges or refunds will be permitted
without a cash register receipt, a drop/ add slip, or unless the
course has been cancelled . There will be no refunds given on
textbooks purchased during the last 10 days of the quarter, or on
paperback books. Defective merchandise will be replaced at no
extra charge to the student and should be returned to the
Bookstore at once.
REFUNDS
If you discontinue a class for which your books are purchased,
a refund will be made. The liberal policy we have had in the past
has been reverted to the standard return program that prevails on
most other campuses because of the typically "few" who try to
break the system.
Publishers have policies which we have to adhere to concerning
the amount of time we have in which to return books. Accord ingly our format is focussed on these policies.
Textbooks may be turned in for refund only if an "Add &
Drop" slip has been secured from the Dean's office confirming a
class change. With this and the sales slip, we will gladly refund
your money on any textbook for a period of about two weeks
after classes begin for the semester . Originally we refunded on
any book with or without a sales slip or "Add & Drop" slip.
Unfortunately we found that the "few" were taking advantage of
our generosity. We were refunding on books purchased in years
gone by and never used, or we were refunding on books in stock
which had never been purchased by the students seeking a refund .
Deadlines on refunds are posted and customers are constantly
advised to "Keep your sales slip!"
On all other merchandise in the store refunds do not apply
since quality is always 100% guaranteed.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
In this department are found the many, small items which are
so necessary to the college courses - anything from attache cases
to thumb tacks. All are carefully selected to provide you with
quality merchandise at competitive prices. This department is also
self-service.

RETURN POLICY ON BOOKS
Should it become necessary for you to return books purchased
at the University Bookstore, they will be accepted for credit to
your account or for cash if the following conditions are met.
1. New books should be completely free of all markings,
either pencil or ink, other than the price mark.
2. Books, new or used, returned after deadlines will be bought
at their usual price.
3. No refunds can be made without cash register receipt or
charge account slip.
4. Refunds on paperbacks and other non-text books are made
only on the day purchased.
5. Defective books - those defective in composition of pages
with entire sections missing, or with sections out of order.
When such defects are discovered, the book should be
replaced without charge and without regard to the length of
time it has been out of the store.
6. Special order books cannot be returned .
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TEXT REVISIONS
Students frequently object to text revisions because they
require the purchase of new texts . A text is revised in order to
keep it abreast of the advancements made in the past several
years. It should not be expected that they will be entirely new
texts any more than this year's automobile is entirely new in
comparison with last year's model.

PRICE VERSUS SIZE
The price of a text in general is based upon the number of
pages, the number of drawings, photographs, and formulae which
are more expensive than regular typesetting,. and with the sales
potential of the book . Two texts with the same number of pages
may be expected to vary in price if one has a larger sales potential
than the other.
A smaller book likewise may be higher priced than a larger one
if its sales potential is expected to be low. Upper classmen ' s texts
are generally more expensive than freshmen's texts due to the
smaller sales potential that they usually have.

BUY-BACK POLICY
The Bookstore will offer 50% of the publishers' list price
providing the books are in good condition and will be used in the
following term, and providing that particular course is not already
overstocked. Textbooks used on a one-time basis or those which
will not be used again, will be bought at the fair market value
when feasible . (Fair market value is the price listed in the College
Textbook Buying Guide). Books for which the fair market value
is less than $1 .00 will not be included in the buy-back . General
paperback books will not be bought back. Student identification
is required .
COLLEGE CLOTHING
This department carries sweat shirts, T -shirts, jackets and gym
suits - all so much a part of college life. Juvenile and youth si zes
with the University colors are also sold for the younger brother or
sister.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
The University Bookstore is a departmental operation. Merchandise or services offered are catagorized into given areas or
departments. These are : new books, used books, paperbacks,
school supplies, soft goods, jewelry, greeting cards and magazines.
All buying for these areas is premised on three basic principles.
First, the item must be required for a given course or program of
the University. Items of this type are naturally the textbooks,
used books, some paperbacks and frequently supply items.
Second, items will be made available that are necessary to supplement and complement the course study and to enhance the
cultural and academic significance of the Un iversity . Departments
offering items of this nature are mainly the paperback section,
the art area, and some items in other departments. Third, items
will be made available to serve the personal convenience of
student life.
The management and staff of the University Bookstore is
oriented around you, the student! Rest assured we will assist you
during your college life with all the effort and help we can. It is
our sincere hope that you will look to the University Bookstore
as alumni with the same pride we know we shall have in you.
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